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Hi, we're Steel & Metal
Agencies, and we're delighted
to meet you.
It was the year 2006. Late Sheikh Shoaib Akbari, a well established trader in the
industry for over 40 years, realized that there was a gap in the market for cost
effective, functional construction solutions. Having identified the growing demand in
this segment, he embarked on a journey to pursue his vision of creating an
accessible platform that would enable companies and individuals alike to bring their
construction dreams to life, without compromising on quality. This is how Steel &
Metal Agencies (SMA) was born.
After more than 15 years in business, today, SMA has made a name for itself as a
pioneer in the construction industry. Led by our CEO, Taha Akbari, SMA has stayed
relevant with evolving market trends, and has also grown to offer it’s ever increasing
customer base a well balanced mix of brands and products in the roofing and
structural steel segments with solutions for all building needs.
We've only been able to grow from strength to strength because of our flexibility and
agility in business, as well as the love and support from our clients, along with our
team who are in-tune with the latest in the market, in order to offer the right
products to meet customer requirements.
Our core mission, vision and values drive us to always strive for nothing short of
being the only brand that customers can think of for their construction needs. Here's
how they set us apart:
OUR MISSION
In any business, customer satisfaction is the key to growth. At Steel
& Metal Agencies, we put our customers first. Our mission is to offer
supreme quality combined with on-time delivery in a committed time
frame and competitive price range. On the other end, we are
committed to ensuring that our team is consistently updated and
made aware of changing technologies and products in order to stay
ahead of competition.
OUR VISION
For us, the ultimate measure of success lies in Steel & Metal Agencies
being recognized as the foremost brand that comes to mind as a one
stop shop for all building and construction related raw material
requirements, along with allied products, accessories and services.
With our recent foray into fabrication of roofing structures, we are
confident that we will be able to offer a holistic construction
solutions suite, and look forward to achieving immense success with
your extended support, cooperation and continued patronage.
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OUR VALUES
We are driven by the values of Honesty, Integrity and
Uncompromising Product Quality. This is why, in a very short span of
time, Steel & Metal Agencies has joined the ranks of leading names in
the industry and has achieved tremendous growth. Our products are
acquired from leading manufacturers across the country and we
deliver throughout India. We strictly adhere to all the quality
guidelines and standards, empowering us to assure our customers
that all dispatched products from SMA rigorously meet International
Quality Standards.

Structural Steel and Roofing Solutions from
leading Indian brands, under one roof.
We are dealers, stockists and distributors of leading brands in :
- Roofing Sheets
- Structural Steel
- Metal Sheets
- Rainwater Harvest Systems : Gutters, roofing accessories, fasteners, etc.
Our product ranges are diverse, in order to customize and service your specific
requirements. During our years in business, we are proud and grateful to be the
preferred partner for companies across industries.

WE'VE PROUDLY SERVED

Government Sector

Educational Institutions

Hotel Industry

Automobile Sector

Warehouses

Shipping Industry

Power Plants

Manufacturing
Units

Construction
Industry
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No one knows Steel like we do.
Every little and large component, parts you can think of and parts you didn't even
know existed - we have them all.
We are not only your one stop destination for everything in the steel and
construction equipment ecosystem, we're also your partners and consultants. We're
with you every step of the way. When you work with us, we empower you to make
better and more informed decisions with our knowledge in this space.
Focus on your dreams, we'll do all the heavy lifting.
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ROOFING
SOLUTIONS
We're the authorized dealers for JSW Colouron+ Roofing Sheets, Turbo Ventilators
& Polycarbonate Sheets, and are associated with renowned brands like Natlite and
Air Control Systems.

Coloured Metal Roofs

Crimp Sheets

Polycarbonate Sheets

Ridges

Air Turbo Ventilators

Purlins

Polycarbonate Profile
Sheets

Side Panels

Decking Sheets

Flashings

PUF Panels
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Tile Profile Metal Roofs

UPVC RAIN
HARVESTING SYSTEMS
We're environmentally conscious and bring to you a comprehensive system for
Rainwater Harvesting. Trusted by the best in the business, we're authorized
distributors for uPVC Rainwater Harvesting Systems powered by Aqua Star. Now
you can embark on your journey of water conservation with our hassle free, high
quality and cost-effective Rainwater Harvesting Solutions.

Sleep End

Stop End Drop

Runner

Bracket

Runner Drop

Rain Gutter

Corrugated Rain Gutter

Inner Elbow Drop

Corrugated Elbow Drop

Corrugated Stop End

Corrugated Runner
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Elbow Drop

STRUCTURAL STEEL
No structure is durable unless the basic material used is of the highest quality. That is
why, at Steel & Metal Agencies, we deal in and supply strong, durable structures for your
building requirements. Think of us as your ideal partners in ensuring that the foundation
of your efforts lasts for generations.
We stock products from reputed brands like JSW Steel, Apollo, Nezone, Tulsyan and
Suryadev, amongst others.

Beams

Round Hollow Pipes

C Z Purlins

Rectangluar Hollow Pipes

Square Hollow Pipes

Profile Sheets

MS Flat Sheets

TMT Rods

MS Chequered Plate
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FABRICATION
Bring your dreams to life with our end-to-end
fabrication solutions.
It has always been our endeavour to be a holistic building needs and solutions
provider. Our latest foray into fabrication means that as a customer, you have access
to our quality roofing products and accessories, as well as an experienced team who
will work with you to develop & execute diverse residential or industrial projects,
making us the right partner for you in your construction journey.
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ANCILLARY PRODUCTS
We're truly aligned to being a holistic destination for your construction requirements.
We've got Self Drilling Screws and Fasteners, XLPE Foam Sheets, Bubble and Thermal
Insulation Solutions, amongst others, from Brands like Aerolam, Aerofoam, Corroshield,
Primus, etc.

Aluminium Bubble Foil

Glass Insulant

Reflective Sheet

Acoustic Duct Liners

Acoustic Underlay

Elastometric Foam

Aluminium Hoses

Self Drilling Screws

Metal Sealant

Duct Tapes

Sealants & Adhesives

Gasket Tapes
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Build your dreams
with our beams

WE ARE TRUSTED BY

SCAN ME!

www.steelandmetalagencies.com
teamsma2020@gmail.com
044-2524 8786 / 044-4216 4777
+91 995 295 4110
15/8, Sembudoss Street
Mannady, Chennai - 600001
GSTIN / UIN : 33AGYPT8335K1ZG

